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NFL Draft 2018 Scouting Report: WR D.J. Chark, LSU 

*WR grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, Wonderlic test 

results leaked, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

*WR-B stands for "Big-WR," a classification we use to separate the more physical, downfield/over-the-

top, heavy-red-zone-threat-type WRs. Our WR-S/"Small-WRs" are profiled by our computer more as slot 

and/or possession-type WRs who are less typically physical and rely more on speed/agility to operate 

underneath the defense and/or use big speed to get open deep...they are not used as weapons in the red 

zone as much.  

  

An interesting turn of events for the draft prospects of D.J. Chark in 2018. He was considered a fringe 

draft prospect in January – tall (6’3”), fast but kinda underwhelming at LSU with a couple nice homerun 

moments. Chark goes to the Senior Bowl and has a solid week of practices but nothing amazing…and 

then goes off in an overall offensive tidal wave at the Senior Bowl – a couple big plays for Chark and a 

co-MVP of the infamous all-star game. Chark started rising from a Day 3 draft prospect to Day 2.   

With the Senior Bowl momentum, Chark goes to the NFL Combine and drops a 4.34 40-time, the only 

WR to get into the 4.3s…and because NFL analysts love ‘fastest’ speed (see: John Ross 2017), Chark got 

another draft bump. Senior Bowl star + fastest at the Combine at a high-profile position will get you into 

the first-round of some mock drafts. 

Such a rare event – a skill position player goes from 5th/6th round pick projection all the way to top 30-

50 in a matter of 30-50 days. I think football analysts love the NFL Draft process so much that they 

overemphasize the Senior Bowl and Combine because it’s all we get before the draft. We fall in love 

with moments. D.J. Chark had two sweet plays in the Senior Bowl and ran a fast 40-time and his entire 

NFL outlook has changed. I don’t know if that’s the way this is supposed to work. 

It seems like I’m about to blast Chark as a prospect. I’m not. I just wanted to set the scene for me 

entering this deeper scouting study. Pre-Senior Bowl, I thought he was interesting because of his speed 

and wondered if the typically awful LSU passing game held him back. The nice Senior Bowl and fast 40-

time forces you to get to the bottom of that question…because if Chark is secretly a talented WR, held 

back/hidden by the LSU offense + he’s about 6’3” and can run a 4.34 40-time with a 40.0” vertical – you 

might be talking about the best WR prospect of the 2018 class. 

So, that was my angle…really examine Chark through the lens of his offense – was it holding him back or 

not? 

My conclusion? 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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It’s a mixed conclusion. Yes, Chark was affected by poor QB play/the passing game at LSU. But, Chark is a 

bit lacking as a WR prospect as well – he has work to do. The good news is…everything he lacks is 

fixable. 

LSU’s passing game was led by a weak-armed QB who wasn’t throwing tight passes as WRs ran creative 

routes short and intermediate. He was bubble screen, deep bombs, and lollygagged floaters anywhere 

near the sidelines. Rarely did he throw pinpoint slants or crossers. He stuck to playing it safe – bombs 

and bubbles. Chark ran mostly deep patterns because…why wouldn’t you have him do that? He could 

beat one-on-one coverage any time he wanted to. He took 1-2 DBs with him on every play, opening up 

more space for other things. When Chark did get the deep balls chucked his way…he was constantly 

adjusting to the poor throws. Rarely did Chark get a pass on the money thrown to him. Chark’s results 

were definitely hurt by this passing game. 

Hidden within all the deep balls were occasional timing throws to the sidelines or a back-shoulder type 

attempt – when Chark got these rare events…he made the catches. He looked like a decent WR. Chark 

got more deep throws than anything…and what I noted on those was how often he had to adjust to 

poor throws and he made some nice catches falling to the ground or jump-balling with a DB. There’s a 

decent WR hiding in a so-so college statistical performance. 

Chark doesn’t run sharp routes or challenge inside because (a) he was never going to get passes there 

anyway, and (b) he was such a deep ball threat that they used him for that almost exclusively…to make a 

big play or just take defenders with him. Chark rarely had press coverage to deal with…why would he? 

The QB wasn’t making sharp short throws and all Chark did was beat people deep…so the defense 

played him as such. Chark as a ‘deep ball guy’, a label sometimes used as a knock…it wasn’t totally his 

fault. 

But let’s say he is ‘just a deep ball guy’. Guess what? A 6’3” human running 4.3+ 40-times with a 40.0” 

vertical…that’s a damn good ‘deep ball guy’. That’s what you’d love to have instead of very fast, 5’9” 

deep ball guys. Chark is a weapon of mass destruction in a deep ball capable offense. 

Chark also shows some ability to work actual patterns, routes and make catches short and intermediate. 

What he has not been challenged to do, and what his body type isn’t ideal for is working in traffic…nor 

working with just as fast, tough DBs up in his face. That, he’s never really seen. No one can be sure 

how he’ll respond to this until he plays at the next level. 

We do know he has all the things you can’t teach or manufacture – tall, athletic, high-end fast, good 

hands. You can add muscle to his 199-pound frame. You can help him with NFL route trees. And if he 

does add 10-pounds of muscle and hones his craft…in a year or two you might have a #1 WR on your 

hands…maybe. He’s not ready to star day one…but he can be used to make those homerun long-ball 

plays as a rookie. Eventually, perhaps he can be groomed into a real #1 WR. That’s the +/- on Chark – the 

raw tools are there, but the question is: will it materialize? 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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They don’t build many like Chark, and he seems like a pretty humble, hard working guy. He didn’t 

shrink from the moment at the Senior Bowl nor at the NFL Combine. There are a lot more pros than cons 

with him for the next level but it’s not a guarantee he’ll be ‘great’. Worst case, though, he’s a deep ball 

weapon like few others. He will be useful in some way in the NFL…and possibly develop into a star. 

  

D.J. Chark, Through the Lens of Our WR Scouting Algorithm: 
 

LSU QB Danny Etling completed 12 or fewer passes in a game in 7 of 13 games for LSU in 2017. He threw 

for 230 or more yards in a game just one time in 13 games in 2017. How is Chark supposed to shine with 

that? Somehow Chark still managed four 100+ yard receiving games in 2017…games in which his QB was 

under 230 yards passing total. 

From what I saw…producing good numbers wasn’t a Chark issue -- it was an Etling issue. 

Chark did not score a receiving TD in his first 9 games of 2017…but he did run for a TD and return two 

punts for scores in that span. In his final 4 college games, he did catch 3 TD passes. 

In the Senior Bowl, Chark caught 5 passes for 160 yards in limited playing time (rotating in and out due 

to the all-star nature of the game). The 5 catches would have tied his career high for a game at LSU…and 

the 160 yards was a college career high – in an all-star game playing part-time. Did we get a glimpse of 

what’s possible when Chark has any semblance of QB play? 

Chark’s first touch in a college game – his 2015 season in a bowl game…he took a running play for a 79-

yard TD. Chark caught 6 TDs in 25 college games…rushed for 4 TDs on 25 carries…and returned 2 punts 

for scores. He made things happen when he had the chance. 

 

2018 NFL Combine measurables… 

6’2.7”/199, 9.25” hands, 32 3/8” arms (pretty long arms + big vertical + nearly 6’3”) 

4.34 40-time, DNP agility times (so, we projected and will update with pro Day) 

16 bench reps, 40.0” vertical, 10’9” broad jump 
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The Historical WR Prospects to Whom D.J. Chark Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

This ‘comp’ list is scary, to say the least. All guys who had similar size and speed excitement and 

concerns…and all pretty well flamed out in the NFL. Breshad Perriman looked a lot more NFL-ready 

coming out of Central Florida than Chark does now…for whatever that’s worth. Perriman got hurt, 

started to spark and then burned to the ground as a virtual bust – though he possibly has upside if he 

gets out of Baltimore. 

Chris Conley was FAR more athletic and FAR more ready-to-go as a WR than Chark…and he’s not made 

his mark yet in the NFL.  

  

WR 
Score 

Draft 
Yr 

Last First College H H W Power 
Strngth 
Metric 

Speed 
Agility 
Metric 

Hands' 
Metric 

8.270 2018 Chark D.J. LSU 6 2.7 199 4.51 10.48 7.99 

8.630 2015 Perriman Breshad C. Florida 6 2.0 212 6.78 10.06 8.67 

7.179 2004 Williams Roy Texas 6 2.5 212 4.73 10.36 8.68 

6.765 2005 Williamson Troy South Carolina 6 2.0 203 3.01 8.12 8.19 

6.385 2014 Coates Sammie Auburn 6 1.5 205 8.13 14.03 5.87 

2.047 2013 Hunter Justin Tennessee 6 4.0 196 -0.72 3.79 5.67 

8.023 2015 Conley Chris Georgia 6 1.7 213 7.79 8.38 7.78 

 

*A score of 7.0+ is where we start to take a Big-WR prospect more seriously. A score of 8.50+ is where 

we see a stronger correlation of a Big-WR going on to become NFL good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ is 

more rarefied air in our system and indicates a greater probability of becoming an elite NFL Big-WR. 

All of the WR ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

Overall WR score = A combination of several on-field performance measures, including refinement for 

strength of opponents faced. Mixed with all the physical measurement metrics, rated historically in our 

database. 

“Power-Strength” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding physical size profiling, bench press 

strength, etc.  High scorers here project to be more physical, better blockers, and less injury-prone. 

“Speed-Agility” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding speed, agility, physical size, mixed with 

some on-field performance metrics. High scorers here project to have a better YAC and show 

characteristics to be used as deep threats/to create separation. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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“Hands” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding on-field performance in college, considering 

the strength of opponents played. Furthermore, this data considers some physical profiling for hand size, 

etc. High scorers here have a better track record of college statistical performance, and overall this 

projects the combination of performance and physical data for the next level. 

 

2018 NFL Draft Outlook: 

Chark has moved up into a top 50 draft projection for most people now. I suspect his speed time is going 

to be too alluring and a team will take him top 30-50. 

If I were an NFL GM, I get the enthusiasm…he’s a unique size and athleticism but seeing the history of 

guys built like him – I’d pass. You’re looking a 2-3 year project, potentially. Why waste a lot of time to 

see if you have a good WR or not? There are other guys more ready to go and plenty of free agents who 

are proven for a team to utilize. Doesn’t mean Chark won’t make it but he’s not a sure thing draft pick 

where there are plenty of instant-starters to be taken at various positions in the top 30-50 overall.  

 

NFL Outlook:    

Will likely take a year or two to develop but will get/keep people interested all along with his speed and 

big play ability. He shows signs of being an NFL-worthy WR, but I just don’t see a strong case that he’ll 

be a #1 WR in the NFL. A nice homerun-threat #2 is his likely path…possibly a #4 WR used just on passing 

downs and in the return game.  
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